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Street_Address: 5/55 AIIMS

City: N DELHI

State: NM

Zip_Code: 110029

Phone: 0116868948

Message: Respected sir
My self Rajesh Mishra from INDIA cmplited

my BSc(H) IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY IN RADIOGRAPHY.My self
trend and well qualified in that field .AIIMS 
(ALL INDIA INTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCE ) IS top most 
institute of india my all class taken by radiologist
facalty of radiation physics @ anatomy ,phisiology,
and biostatics is also taken at least by ten differnt
facalty which have specilagation in that relevant
subject.Myself is topper and class represantative of
my class.In each year only four student are selected
through all India interance examination.We study book
which is at international level such as physics for
radiographic student by Bursong @ALSO of Cristan
PHYSICS of radiologost, for rdiographic technics Clrk,
Bontagers  , anatomy by Grays and phisology by Giton@
and some chapter from NCERT book. The sylabus which is

given in you asrt for radigrapher i study in second
year.I have adreem at least
we do my job in usa. We work and trained by
radiological trained technologist  in every OPD time
8.30am to 1pm every working day . In after noon we
have class .AIIMS is super specilased hospital that
why we have lots of posting experience in student ship
such as radiography ( ortho ,peds,MMR, CHEST ,
Skullradiography casulty ) cardiac ,neuro,body
@perihheral angiograh]phy CT, MRI ,PORTABLE
RADIOGRAPHY
we attaind at least 6 cnferance and training program 
of radiological technologist on different aspect

thanks in advance please reply soon with
good suggation 
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